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EXT. VATNAJÖKULL - SKAFTAFELL TUNDRA - DAY

Desolation as far as the eye can see. Here, in Southeastern 
Iceland, the light is grey. The lifeless ground is made of 
stone. It is fantastically unlivable. It’s fucking gorgeous.

FOOTSTEPS. 

The SILHOUETTE of a YOUNG MAN walks into view, stops. 

It’s FREDDIE MARTINEZ (23), Yankee cap, shadow of a mustache, 
hauling a 40 pound hiking pack, camera bag, hiking sticks,

He sets up a TRIPOD, attaching a DSLR CAMERA to it. Aiming 
towards distant GLACIER, he takes off the lens cover, 

PRESSES THE RECORD BUTTON, rushes out of view, 

And as if acting in masturbatory, self-made, self-starring 
documentary (read: this is exactly what he’s doing),

Walks the distance across the frame of his DSLR’s LED SCREEN, 

Not before returning to his camera to WATCH THE FOOTAGE JUST 
CAPTURED: seeing he didn’t walk completely across frame. 

YOUNG WOMAN (O.C.)
You’re really hiking the Inland?

He sucks his teeth, PRESSES DELETE, PRESSES RECORD, then,

Repeats his performative hike, this time, as he successfully 
crosses the frame of his camera’s screen...

FREDDIE (O.C.)
Mean, give it a couple years and 
everybody’s gonna wanna brag about 
ever going to Iceland. 

CUT TO BLACK:

SUPERIMPOSE: “JUNE, 2013.”

INT. ICELANDAIR FLIGHT JFK TO KEV, SEATS 17A AND B - NIGHT

A full flight. Freddie sits next to BERIT (30s), Icelandic, 
leather jacket. He sips a vodka soda, tinkering with his 
camera. She’s unable to read her magazine. 

FREDDIE
Gotta do this if I wanna be the 
first of my social circles to know 
a place, really know it, you know?



BERIT
Is this for Likes or for yourself?

FREDDIE
The brand.  

(camera at the ready)
Wanna get that window shot?

Berit OPENS their window shutter. It’s completely dark out...

BERIT
Just... recording the window?

FREDDIE
B-Roll, filler for the substance. 
Saw a woman on YouTube do the same 
exact thing... 

BERIT
Journeys replicating journeys. 

FREDDIE
Even Everest’s got a waiting list.

BERIT
Won’t the talking get in the way of 
the filming? 

FREDDIE
No, it’s fine, I’m using The 
National for backtrack. Thanks.  

BERIT
(closing the shutter)

Well, I hope that you will come 
back in one piece.

FREDDIE
I’m walking through a lifeless 
island devoid of polar bears. It’ll 
be a breeze.

BERIT
Fresh for a guy like you who’s 
never hiked a day in his life. 

FREDDIE
Mind over matter? 

BERIT
Depending where your mind is at.  

Touché. As he packs his camera away and finishes his drink,
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FREDDIE
Well. I spent two weeks Google 
Earthing a bunch of cliffs I’d seen 
on the Subway. Found a way to save 
money for two years so that once I 
graduated from my expensive 
university with my useless degree I 
would come out here, walk across 
the entirety of the island’s 
diameter, finally get to those 
cliffs, and after much review of 
wondering if I could ever stand to 
live with myself all the while 
collect enough footage for a 
profile photo and a music video 
heralding my own ego, ...decide 
whether or not to jump off of them.

ON BERIT, horrified, confused. Freddie CHOMPS on his ice. 

BERIT
Why? 

FREDDIE
60K in debt proving a point to 
people who don’t care. Stuck in 
love with a guy who doesn’t care. 
I’m tired of wanting it. Attention. 
Accolade. Someone who gives a shit. 
Something more than under 10 Likes. 
I want to be loved. I need to be. 

BERIT
Do people call you overdramatic? 

FREDDIE
Oh, absolutely.

CUT TO BLACK:

TITLE STING: “OUT OF ICELAND”

EXT. REYKJAVIK - KEX HOSTEL - DAWN

A transport van DRIVES OFF, leaving Freddie with all of his 
belongings outside a retrofitted hostel. He crosses the road 
to take in the view... completely in awe:

Glass towers a hundred feet high, a fast food joint 
illuminated with neon light, a black, windy harbor, snow-
peaked mountains blanketed in fog. 

SUPERIMPOSE: “REYKJAVIK (RAKE-A-VICK)”
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